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Methods for Energetic Particles in NIMROD
Energetic particle pressure tensor, Phot, is used for closure of the flow evolution
equation

ρ

(
∂V

∂t
+V · ∇V

)
= J×B−∇ ·P−∇ ·Phot

where ρ is the mass density and V is the flow velocity.

Two methods:
▶ δf-PIC approach *.

▶ Continuum approach †, uses FE in ξ = v∥/v and collocation method in
normalized speed, s = v/v0, to directly solve the drift kinetic equation

∂f

∂t
+ vgc · ∇f + ṡ

∂f

∂s
+ ξ̇

∂f

∂ξ
= C(f)

▶ For slowing down distribution v0 is critical speed

f0 =
A

1 + s3

*C.C. Kim, and the NIMROD team, Phys. Plasmas 15, 072507 (2008).
†E.D. Held, and et al, Phys. Plasmas 22, 032511 (2015).
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The δf-PIC Method

▶ The δf-PIC (control variates*) method assumes the distribution
function is dominated by steady state

f = f0 + δf

▶ Thus the pressure moment for energetic particles†

Phot = Phot0 +mhot

∫
∆vhot∆vhotδfhot d

3vhot

▶ A lowest order isotropic pressure is assumed: Phot0 → Phot0.
▶ Force-balance equation is modified to account for energetic particles

J0 ×B0 = ∇P0 +∇Phot0

*A.Y. Aydemir, Phys. Plasmas 1, 822 (1994).
†C.C. Kim, and the NIMROD team, Phys. Plasmas 15, 072507 (2008).
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Implementation of δf-PIC in NIMROD*

▶ The δf-PIC representation in NIMROD

δPhot (x) =

N∑
j=1

mjv
2
jS (x,xj) δf

where S (x,xj) is shape function associated with particle position xj .
▶ In NIMROD: S (x,xj) = δ(x− xj).
▶ The finite element representation

δPhot (x) =
∑
i

δPhot,iαi,n(x)

where αi is the finite element basis function for node i.
▶ Equating the two, putting it into weak form and solving for the

coefficients

δPhot,i = M−1
i′i

∫
α′
i,n(x)

N∑
j=1

mjv
2
jS (x,xj) δf dx

*C.C. Kim, and the NIMROD team, Phys. Plasmas 15, 072507 (2008).
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Time Evolution of δf in PIC
Using Vlasov equation

∂f

∂t
+ v · ∇f + a · ∇vf = 0

▶ Full f constant along characteristics determined by equations of
motion.

▶ Partitioning f as f0 + δf with ∂f0/∂t = 0 in Vlasov, gives time
evolution for δf

dδf

dt
= −δv · ∇f0 − δa · ∇vf0

▶ δf not constant along equations of motion.

▶ In terms of coordinates (x, ε), where ε = mv2/2, particle energy*

dδf

dt
= −δvgc · ∇f0 − qvgc0 · δE ∂εf0

*C.C. Kim, and the NIMROD team, Phys. Plasmas 15, 072507 (2008).
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Serendipity Shape functions in NIMROD

▶ Physical to logical coordinate via basis functions

R =
∑
i=1

RiNi(x, y) and Z =
∑
i=1

ZiNi(x, y)

▶ Non-linear mapping via Newton-Raphson iteration.

[
xk+1

yk+1

]
=

[
xk

yk

]
+

∂R

∂x

∂R

∂y
∂Z

∂x

∂Z

∂y


−1

(xk,yk)

[
R−Rk

Z − Zk

]

▶ Serendipity also used for field evaluations. 5 / 15



Why Serendipity Shape Functions?
Serendipity shape functions have fewer degrees of freedom than Lagrange.

Figure: Top: Serendipity node placements (Left: bi-cubic. Right: bi-quartic). Bottom:
Lagrange node placements (Left: bi-cubic. Right: bi-quartic.

▶ Go up to poly-degree 6 in Serendipity for testing.
▶ NIMROD uses Lagrange, so use the boundary nodes for particle push.
▶ Greatly imporves accuracy while maintaining efficiency.
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Error in Physical R Coordinate

Figure: Error in R compared against Lagrange.

▶ Serendipity up to 4th order compared against Lagrange.
▶ Coordinate Z was also compared, which showed similar behavior.
▶ Not all particles show same behavior.
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Average error in R

Looked at statistics of average maximum error in R coordinate.
▶ Polynomial degree 4 case is shown here.
▶ ∆t = 2× 10−8 sec.
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Average error in R

▶ Polynomial degree 6 case is shown here.
▶ ∆t = 2× 10−8 sec.
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Particle Push Run Times

Comparing the time spent in particle push.
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Memory Footprint

Comparing the memory used for different cases.
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Test on Ion-orbit Loss*

▶ Particles are placed near the separatrix.
▶ Open field lines outside of separatrix, causing lost particles.
▶ Will higher order Serendipity better resolve lost particles?

*J.R. King, "Testing models of ion orbit loss (IOL)",
https://nimrodteam.org/meetings/team_mtg_10_19/JKingDPP19.pdf
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Test on Ion-orbit Loss*

Figure: dt = 1.0× 10−6 s Figure: dt = 2.0× 10−7 s Figure: dt = 2.0× 10−8 s

▶ Decreasing the time step greatly changes the lost particle profile.

▶ This indicates we need to test out a higher order solver in time.

▶ Will use LSODE for the higher order ODE solver as comparison.

*J.R. King, "Testing models of ion orbit loss (IOL)",
https://nimrodteam.org/meetings/team_mtg_10_19/JKingDPP19.pdf
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Test on Ion-orbit Loss*

Figure: dt = 2.0× 10−8 sec Figure: dt = 2.0× 10−8 sec

▶ Particles with smaller energy are lost when closer to separatrix.
▶ Once LSODE is implemented, higher order in spatial will be tested.
▶ Will higher spatial resolution make a difference in particle loss profile?

*J.R. King, "Testing models of ion orbit loss (IOL)",
https://nimrodteam.org/meetings/team_mtg_10_19/JKingDPP19.pdf 14 / 15



Summary and Future Work

Summary:
▶ Drift kinetic equation has been linearized and implemented in

NIMROD.

▶ Serendipity shape functions up to 6th order are implemented in
mapping and field evaluations for particle find and push.

▶ Higher order Serendipity shape functions reduce error in trajectories
while maintaining efficiency over bilinear implementation.

Future Work:
▶ Apply the Serendipity shape functions to the ion-orbit loss problem.

▶ Compare performance and accuracy of δf-PIC approach with
NIMROD’s continuum approach.
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